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For the convenience of the Board, the Director-General presents 
a l i s t of the references in WHO Documents to the arrangements for 
co-operation with UNICEF through the Joint Committee on Health Policy 
UNICEF/WHO together with supplementary texts. 

. . . • " • • 

1. Plan for advice by WHO to UNICEF regarding BCG Immunization 
Campaign； also Fellowships and Polish anti-syphilis plan. 

Off Rec. WHO 7 Pages 252 and 194 - 198 
2. Resolution cn BCG Programme adopted by the Executive Board of 
UNICEF, 12 March 1948. 

Off. Rec» WHO 12 Page 40 

3. Decisions of the Executive Board çf UNICEF regarding Medical 
Programmes, 9 - 1 2 March 1948. 

Off. Rec, WHO 12. Page 42 

4. Resolutions of Social Commission relating to co-ordination of 
medical activities, 14 and 19 April 1948. 

Off. Rec. WHO 12 Page 44 

5. Recommendation of Interim Commission of WHO to first Health 
Assembly on relations with UNICEF and co-ordination of health activities. 

Off. Rec. WHO 12_ Page 41 

6. Action by World health Assembly 
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6Д Resolution on relations with UNICEF adopted 
Assembly, 

Off. Rec, WHO 13 Page 327 

6*2 Debate of Committee on Relations 

Off, Rec. WO 13 Pages 240，244 and 

7. Resolution on relations.with WHO adopted by 
of UNICEF 22 July 1948. 

by first Health 

256 

the Executive Board 

See Annex 1 

8, Joint Health Policy Committee: nomination of 1H0 members 

• Off, Rec, WHO 14 Pages 11 and 34 

9é Terms of reference of Joint Health Policy Committee and excerpts 
from Report .and Minutes of the first.session. 

See Annex 2 

10. Report by "WHO Members of Joint Health Policy Committee lUilCEF/WHC 
on first and second sessions of Committee ̂  

Off, Rec, 1H0 14 Pages 49-50 

11. Use of UNRItA Grant: Joint Health Policy Committee UNICEF/WHO 

Off, Rec. WHO 14 Pages 17-18 • , 
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Resolution on relations with WHO adopted by the Executive Board of 
UNICEF 22 July 1948. 

"Whereas the General Assembly of the United Nations in its 
Resolution of 11 Decomber, 1946， (57(1)), decided that the Inter-
national Children's Emergency Fund "be utilized and administered 
…..(с) For child health purposes generally … " 

Whereas the International Children's Emergency Fund has some 
resources available for this purpose and has initiated programmes 
in this field; 

Whereas the International Children!s Emergency Fimd takes cog-
nizance of the competence in the medical field of the World Health 

• Organization now established on a permanent basis; 

Ureas thé Interaational Children1 s Emergoncy Fund is eager to 
use to. tho full the expert, technical and other appropriate 
facilities of the World Health Organization ani to determine jointly 
with the World Health Organization the health policy which will * 
control the implementation of any medical projects; and 

having in mind tho related recommendation of the Social Commission, 

therefore the Executive Board 

RESOLVES: 

(a) To appoint delegates to serve, in accordance with 
the principles set forth in this resolution on tho Joint 
Committee on Health Policy proposed by the World Health 
Organization in the following roconmendation : 

"1, The Joint Committee on Health Policy be a temporary 
body to operate only until all health activities of the 
International Children's Emergency Fund shall have been taken 
over by the World Health Organization or are terminated -, 

2« t h e same committoe should rogulate all health procrarames 
and projects of the International Children's Emergency 
Fund already initiated or to be initiated in tho future； 

3. in order that there shall not be undue limitation on 
prompt action under these programmes, the Committee should 
delegate to the Diractors-General, in case of emergency, 
the responsibility for the functions described."� 
(Resolution of World Health Assembly, 17 July, 1948). 

(b) To accept tho principle that all medical programmes and 
projects be approved only on the reconimendation of such 
committee 

(c) To accept the principle that the implomentatd on of all such 
medical programmes and projets be in accordance with expert 
advice given by the World Health Or̂ .n:_aation. ' 

(d) That in the light of the trustee relationship of the 
International Children's Emergency Fund to its fundŝ  and 

In regard to the programe of BCG vaccination as already establiched, 
there are special circumstances as also noted in the resolution of 
the World Health Assembly� 
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Annex 1 

its agreements with the governments concerned, the Inter-
national ChildrenJs Emergency Fund has administrative and 
financial responsibility for the operations in accordance 
with the medical re с ommendations of the Joint Committee• 

(e) To look to the Joint Committee of the two organizations 
to work out the detailed application of the foregoing 
principles." 
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Terms of Reference of Joint Health Policy Committee UNICEF/WHO 
and excerpts from Report and minutes of First Session 
(documents JCl/UNICEF/: 棚 and Minutes 1 and 2) 

1. Terms of Reference s (JCl/UNICEF/WHO/l) 

".The Joint ComiTilttee on Health Policy of UNICEF/,WO, having 
noted tha resolution of the World Health Assembly on the United 
Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (A/66) and the 
Resolution of tha Executive Board of UNICEF, 22 July 1948, on 
Relations with the v«orld Health Organization, decides that: 

1. These two docuciants are compatible; 
2. The word "regulate" in paragraph 2 of the World Health 
Assembly resolution implies that this committee shall act as 
the advisory medical body on the understanding that its advice 
will be followed by UNICEF in accordance with its general 
policy; 
3. The raadical progranimes undertaken by tha Fund will proceed 
only on the recommendation of this Committee, in order to 
guarantee that all medical activities shall bo carried out 
in accordance with the international authority in this fialdj 
4. Th¿ advice to be given under "ffedical recommendations", 
paragraph (d) oí tho UNICEF resolution, would include advice 
on public health, medical anrt sanitary administration; 
5. That these two resolutions, as interpreted above, form 
a satisfactory basis for the work of the Joint Conimittaa on 
Health Policy of the UNICEF/WHO".' 

2. Excerpts from Minutes (JCl/UNIGEF/WHO/l/kln 1 and 2) 

2«1 Discussion of terms of reference : 

"Dr» RAJCHMAN said that-all questions on medical, public 
heáLth or sanitary adiiiinistration would be referred by UNICEF to 

.the Joint CommitteeOn all such matters full information would 
be supplied and advice sought, thj rî ht of the Executive Board 
to set up any coiranittee it desired for its own business being 
reserved. , 

reference is to the Medical Sub-Committae of UNICEF]? 

"Dr. RAJCHMAN said th^t any action recommended by tho sub-
committee on medical problems would come before the Joint Concnittse 
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for approval. 
nDr. EVANG agreed that if the medical sub-committee limited 

its functions to a decision as to whether requests from governments 
fell within the scope of UNICEF, that would be satisfartoiy. But 
the medical sub-committee could, not give medical opinions. 

"Dr, STAMPiiR did not deny the right of UNICEF to set up a 
medical sub-committee.и 

2.2 Adoption of terms of reference: (jei/UNICEF/;¥H0/Min/2) 

"Dr» Forrest (Secretariat, Ш0) read the draft ire solution and 
explained that paragraph (2) w^s taken from a statement made by 
Dr. Evang and supported by Dr. Rajchman. Paragraph (3) consisted 
of a phrase used by Mr. Heyward to i/vhich th^re had been no 
objection and paragraph (4) consisted of a phrase by Dr. Rajchman 
which had also raised no objection. He himself- had drafted 
paragraph (5). 

"The CHAIRMAN : Is the committee agreed that we should drop 
the words "Within its budgitary limitations"?. 

"Dr. SCHOBSR: "Genaral policy" would perhaps be sufficient， 

(I hope one of the points of the general policy of UNICEF is 
budgetary limitations)* 

"The CHAIRMAN: Is it the wish of the canmittee that we say: 
•*on the understanding that the advice would be followed by 

UNICEF in accordance with its general policy?" 

"Mr. PATE: We would accept one or the other 
(Paragraph 2 was adopted as amended in accordance with the 
Chairman1s suggestion.)" 
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V RELATIONS w'ITH UNITED NATIONS 
INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EïIERGENCY FUND 

1 For tho infomation of the Board, the Director-General presents 
excerpts from the report of the WHO observer at the meeting of the 
Programme Committee of UNICEF which was held at Lake Success on 2 
February 1949. 

2 The first item for discussion was projected programme for China 
(Document E/lCEF/l03). This programme called for a $4,900,000 expen-
diture in 1949 with first priority for a local training programme of 
medical personnel; second, Kala-azar control.； third, tuberculosis 
control -, fourth, fly control demonstrations ; and fifth, other special 
projects such as goat's milk and "soya milk". 

3 Dr. JUNOD ¿pi the UNICEF Mission in ChinaJ discussed the programme 

4 This programme (evidently a revised form of the original worked 
out in China) has been agreed to in general outline by cable by Dr. 
Eloesser. Many Chinese authorities have shown themselves in general 
agreement but as yet there has been no official approval. 

5 Mr. LEDï/ARD (UK) asked, in the light of its being so weighted on 
the medical side, for comments from WHO. 

6 Dr., CALDERONE-, mentioning that his comments must be subject to 
the Joint Policy Health Committee decisions, ¿Sade several observations 
on the proposed programme/ 

7 Dr, RAJCHMAN feels the whole programme very constructive, but 
that the UNICEF cannot determine a programme without full discussion 
with the Chinese authorities, This programme should go to them as 
representing the kind of programme UNICEF would like, and it is likely 
that the Chinese authorities will go along with it as Dr.. Junod has 
already consulted with many. Specific programmes should be discussed 
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with WHO Expert Committees or individual experts, particularly BCG 
and Kala-azar and fly control and these would, if accepted/ need experts 
in charge. The procedure should be, first, consultation with the Chinese 
Government and afterward, with the WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy. 

8 Mr. Ш¥АШ) .(UK) brought up the point of agricultural development 
being necossary in such areas as China as a part of a health programme 
and suggested a Joint FAO Gopnitteo and ̂  recoiirse--. to - the. 'Social Affairs 
Committee for .an. integrated, programe. He-aisо,brought but the inter-
dependence. of hqalth. and agriculture as a necessity for' the eradication of 
Kala-azar in certain regions before agriculture could'be profitable. 

9.,. Mr. HEWARD (Australia) • suggested • leaving feeding' programs (soya 
milk) tp thQ FAO and brought up some； quastions.•：ой' financing. There was 
: a good deal çf discussion of finance policy,- filing .dôwn to whether or 
not the work should, be. .pushed ahead ahd nodical programmes- undertaken in 
accordance with：established procedures/, hoping that, â'strong government 
would take over and would follow the usual procedure of .paying about 
20^ of administrative costs. 

.； ‘ ‘ ‘....
1 

10 The argument went back and forth, Dr. Rajchman maintáinlñg-thát the 
question of priorities is up .to China and that It .is .premature to con-
sider the making up of definite defaults until the attitude of the 

• . , . - . . . . . . . • • t —" 
Government is knomi. Such an idea :has grave iraplicatio.ns. 

11 As to procedure, Mr.； Pate foels it Is best to get bedical and tech-
nical advice first informally, then views of the government concerned and 
then give the programme to the. Joint Conindttee for study., Mss Lenroot 
want的 to know if it would Ье.^гасЦсаыё to .get .a' Jqint'Comittee decision 
first. 

12 Dr. RAJCHMAN wenjfc on to; say that.,three.;prograpiesv were； here.involved: 
(l)'tubercuiosiG control； '(2) BCG, and (3> ily control.. He :added that 
the Executive Board had already approved BCG, and that expert advice on 
the other two proerarones vías eaSil^-ól5Mim^^út4h¿Vthé'qu¿sti¿n of 
priorities is really, up to the：-Chines'ô；Goveunment/； .. ... .•'� 
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13 Dr. JUNOD was anxious for technical advice and approval before 
going back to China. Dr. WU (China), desiring to get the programme into 
speedy operation, asked that the Joint Committee discuss and approve 
Document 工CEF/103 in principle before being discussed with the Chinese 
Government. 

14 Dr. CALDERONE asked for clarification of the function ôf the Joint 
Committee and whether or not it Could indicate priorities. 

« 

15 Dr. RAJCHMAN answered that the Joint Committee on Health Policy can 
say whether financing this or that health project is sound or not and we 
have sent all programmes to that body and it is not for UNICEF (sics JCHP) 
to say whether this or that programme is acceptable to the ICEF. It is 
presumptuous to say what priorities shall be submitted to the government* 

16 Miss LENROOT (USA) felt that the Board had, in the past, itself 
taken action by allocating certain sums for specific projects^ that the 
Committee does have responsibility to indicate to the country priorities 
and that the Board does want advice from the Joint Committee on general 
medical policies to guide it. 

17 Dr. RAJCHMA.N stated that this was an important principle and super-
cedes such discussion. In each case, action by UNICEF has followed the 
initiative of the government concerned. He added that he must differ 
from the Joint Committee about having аду prior discussion before the 
Chinese Government proposals have been received, and could not discuss 
priorities in the absence of the Chinese Government request. Document 
E/ICEF/1Ó3 was discussed with certain agencie s of the Government and where 
the Government has no control over certain areas, this must be discussed 
with ̂ whatever government is established• . 
18 Miss LENROOT (USA) feels this is a new departure in procedure and 
that, therefore, no action should be taken until the Joint Committee 
considers the problem. She then read the resolution giving the terms of 
reference of the joint panel. 

19 Dr. RAJCHMAN expressed the feeling that China may not accept the 
services of TOO but might of the UNICEF or vice versa� It is impossible 
to discuss participation of WHO until we know if China wants it. He 
stated that he would like Dr. Junod to take Document E/ICEF/1Q3 to China 
as a suggestion. He furthermore doubted that UNICEF members could 
attend a meeting of the Joint Committee in Geneva on March 7th and 8th 
as they were due here the 9th f or a Board meeting. 
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20 The CHAIRMAN thought the Joint Committee should give its opinion 
. . ‘ 

on the soundness of the programme which would then go to the Chinese 
Governments The Prograirone Committee might then consider a firm situation 
and be able to act. 
21 Dr. RAJCHMAN advised consultation with Dr. Martha Elliott, 

22 Dr. TO (China) suggested that the Committee should approve the 
principle, not the detail and Mr, HEYIVARD (Australia' seconded that. 

23, Dr. CALDERONE expressed a desire for a detailed discussion of the 
programme by the Joint Committee and not have it act aq a rubber stanp" 9 
24 Miss LENROOT (USA) feeling that there was real agreement in the 
programme and operations3 went back to the question of local expenditures• 

25 The Programme Committee adopted the following resolution on the 
programme actually submittedÎ 

"Resolveds 
• ‘ . • 

"That the programme committee' reconrniend to the Executive Board 
approval of the general outline of a programme for China submitted 
by the Administration (E/IGEF/ЮЗ) which is to be used as a basis 
for discussion with the competent authorities with the reservation 
that the advice of the Joint UÍÍICEF/WHO Comnáttee on Health Policy 
is to be sought on the Medical Programmes 

¿The second paragraph refers to financial poiic¿7 

26 The WHO observer has added-the following commentst 

26.1 The UNICEF is developing its programme in the direction of a purely 
medical programme at an increasingly rapid rate. A rule of thumb 
measurement of the proposed China programme shows that it is to be 90% 

medical^ for all practical considerations a long-term programme. 

26.2 In the opinion of Dr# Rajchman the position of the Joint WHO/UNICEF 
Committee on Health Policy is that of a body which is to be consulted 
after the programme is made for purposes of ratifying the policy, which 
has already been prepared » 

26.4 Dr. Rajchman is definitely of the opinion' that it is the Chinese 
Government1 s responsibility to determine priorities in consiütation with 
the UNICEF Mission to China, This procedure is actually justified by 
the documents (WHO/A/66, E/901 and UN/A/64/Add; 1) constituting the terns 
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of reference for the Joint Committee and establishing the UNICEF, He 
feels that specific governments, concerned should initiate a programme by-
requesting action of the UNICEF. Then following development of these 
programmes, by the UNICEF and the country concerned, and approval by the 
country involved, and only then may they be submitted to the Joint 
Committee. The Committee's action .accordingly becomes mere"-.y compliance 
.with a programme already #iolly formed, without any opportunity to advise 
on details or priorities at the initiating or planning level. As such it 
effectively, eliminated WHO participation from the places where it is most 
important. 

26.5 On the basis of informal conversations particularly with Dr. Junod, 
it became apparent that the programme for China .submitted to the Committee 
is not the programme prepared by officials on the spot. Moreover, the� 
officials involved in preparing the initial programme included our. Dr. Singer 
Wijio consulted freely and fully witta Dr. Junod at .the technical working 
level. But it must be noted that these conversations were of an informal 
and technically unofficial character, at least on the basis of the 
documents providing for WHO/UMCEF co-operation. 


